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Abstract
A precise research methodology is described by
which internal log-defect locations may help select
hardwood log ortentation and sawing procedure to
Improve lwnber value. Procedures for data collection,
data handl1ng,simulated sawing, and data analysts are
descrtbed. A single test log vertfted the methodology.
Results from this log showed signJftcant dJ:fferencesin
lwnber-value yield due to circumferentlallog ortentation and sawing method.

Recent advances In scaIUl1ngteclmology make possible the scanning of logs for Interior defects (1.7.35.49).
However. high speed production log-scenners have not
yet been developed.A probable reason Is that potent1al
lwnber-value improvements resulting from detectIng
Internal defects are not lmown. This paper descrtbes a
precise research methodology by which Internal logdefect locations may help select log ortentation and
sawing procedure to improve lwnber-value yield. The
methodology was vertfted by collecting data from a test
log and by perfonntng sawing simulation procedures.
Background
CUITentprocesses of converting hardwood logs Into
lwnber have l1m1tedeffectiveness because of a lack of
lmowledge about Intertor defects or about the potent1al
grade and yield of lwnber. The sawyer uses exterior
defects on log surfaces as tnlt1al Indicators of the possible number and location of Internal defects. As the
log Is sawn and defects are exposed on each sawn face.
the sawyer gains additionaltnfonnation to help obtain
maxlmwn lwnber-grade yield. By the time a sawn face
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Is exposed. however. the sawyer has already made a
dedsion on log orientation that cannot be reversed In
lIght of additional Information obtained during the
sawing process.
Researchers have Investigated technology for possIble applIcations In detectIng Internal defects In sawlogs. A technique known as computed tomography (cn
has become well known In medlca11mag1ng(33). Since
commercIal Introduction just 17 years ago. cr has
become the accepted method for obta1n1ngthree-dlmenslonalInternalInformation on patients and Is used
In every major medical hospItal within the United
States (14). industrIal cr scannIng techniques have
been described. and a variety of materIals such as
concrete. metal. plastic. and wood have been successfully scanned (3.4.8.11.13.18.19.21.28.29.45.46.49).
Systematic methods for the evaluation of cr Images
from logs have also been described (13.18.27). In addition to developments In cr scannIng. nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) can also detect defects and
moisture gradients In wood (10.15.34.50). However.
these machines must be adapted for log scaIU11ngat
production speeds. and software must be developed to
delIneate scanned defects and to determine best log
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Figure 1. -Illustrated are axis lines painted onto a log surf~,
The paint lines djvkje tt)e log into four gradk'lgf~.

position to max1m1zelumber value yield. An industJ1al
machine for detecting and locating internal defects
could be developed 1f sigJ11ftcanteconomic benefits
from use of such 1nfonnation can be demonstrated (17).
The relattve merits of different drcumferent1allog
orientations and sawing methods have been the topic
of much research (2.5.6.9.12.23.30.32.37.38.41.44.48).
A mathematical a]gor1thmby Richards et al. generated
a simulation of typical red oak knots in 62 con1callogs
(42). These logs were live. cant. and grade sawn by
computer simulation at 12 rotational positions. The
best position yielded 11 percent higher value lumber
than the worst position. Other studies have located
actual defects. Peter photographed I-inch (2.54-cm)
boards sawn from yellow-poplar logs and plotted knot
locations within cyUndr1callogs(36). He manually simulated saWing by manipulating transparent overlays.
From the simulated live sawing of 50 logs at 2 orientations. he found a 9 percent improvement at the best
orientation compared to the worst orientation.
Tsolak1desused computer simulation with plotted log
defects as data to test the 1nfluence of four rotational
log positions and three sawing methods on lumber
value yield from six red oak logs (47). Four points
described log shape at each ~
section. and defects
were recorded to the nearest 1/4 inch (0.635 cm) in
cross section and to the nearest 1 inch (2.54 cm) along
the length of the logs. The computerized logs were
assumed to be perfect cyUnders-.lie obtained a 21
percent increase in lumber value of best over worst for
the four rotations and ~
saWing methods. Since
previous studies were conducted. advances in computer teclmology have made practical the collection
and the processing of large amounts of data. Past
simpl1ftcations. such as artificial defect generation and
the use of cylinders to represent logs. are no longer
needed. Therefore. a predse methodology for data collection. data handl1ng. simulated sawing. and data
analysts has been developed to examine possible improvements in lumber value due to lmowledge of interior-log defects.
Log defect location methodology
Study logs are dMded into four grade facesthat later
define a Cartesian coordinate system (FIg. 1).Each face
is graded by the USDA Forest SeIv1cestandard grades
for factory lumber logs (22). In the coordinate system.
the cross sections of the logs are in the x-y plane. The
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z axis connects the geomebic center of each end of the
logs. Unes are painted on the rough bark surfaces.
Study logs are physically CI'O88CUt
Into 2-foot sections. and each section Is placed upon the bed of a
bandsawwhere 1/4-inch (O.635-an) disks (including
ked) are cut transversely. Each disk Is marked to
designate the log and disk nwnber (z coordinate). A
12-foot-long (3.65-m-long) log would yield 576 crosssectional disks. ThIs log Cro88CUWngand coordinatemarking system follows procedures described by
Tsolak1des(47) and by Wagner and Taylor (48). except
that 1/4-inch (O.634-cm)rather than I-inch (2.54-an)
disks are cut. Other researchers have sawn I-inch
boards from logs and collected data from these boards
(36.37.39.40).
The next step Is the conversion of each disk Into a
computer-ready dJgita1format. Log periphery and defect data are collected. cataloged. and transfen'ed to
ASCll computer data ftles with a sonic dJgitlzer. Each
log disk Is placed on a 5- by 6-foot (1.54- by 1.83-m)
panel containing the L-frame microphone of the dJgitlzer (I'lg. 2). The x-y ax1s marks on the disks. whim
were paint lines oI1g1nallydesignating the four grading
faces (I'lg. 1). are aligned with the axis marks on the
panel. The disk number (z) coordinate is entered
through the computer's keyboard. A stylus traces the
peripheIY of every ejghth log disk and the periphery of
lumber grade defects found on each disk. The sonic
dJgitJzerIs interfaced to a microcomputer. and aU collected data are stored on the computer's ftxed disk and
diskettes. Defect types are standard defects described
by the National Hardwood Lwnber AssocIation (NInA)
Rules (31). F1gures 3 and 4 show CAD/CAM graphic
representations of the raw data collected from a test
log. FIgure 3 shows a reduced data set for the whole
log. and F1gure4 shows a complete data set for a 2-foot
(O.610-m) section of the log. The figures show the
predse nature of the data With the log surface and
Internal defects shown In detail. Abnost 55 thousand
dJgitJzedpoints were collected to describe the whole log.
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Raw data are prepared for simulation by correcting
errors In the data. replacing defect descriptions with
numertc designations. assIgnIng nwnertc attrtbutes to
points 1ns1dethe defect pertmeters. associating simi1ar
defects In adjacent disks. and smoothing any erratic
behavior of the data. This data preparation Is canied
out by a computer program spectfically developed for
this task. Data errors may Include missing data and
mislabeled defects. Each defect on each log disk (enstIng as a set of digitized coordinate points) Is assigned a
nwnertc attrtbute. The points. each 1/ 4-Inch (0.635cm) square. Within a defect are found and assigned the
same attrtbute as the points on the defect pertmeter.
When a defect overlaps another defect In an adjacent
disk. the attrtbute associated with that defect Is
changed to that of the overlapping defect In the direction of the small-end of the log.
Due to the possible misplacement of axes on the
surface of study logs. the disks may be Incorrectly
located on the diglt17Jngpanel. Such errors cause the
disks to be improperly ortented with respect to one
another. To correct these errors In the raw data. leastsquares fourth-order polynomial regressions of the
pith x coordinate on the z coordinate and of the pith y

Figure 3. - Shown is a CAD/CAM graphics representationof a
reduced data set for a test k)Q.The k)Qshape and defeds witt\in
the k)Qcan be seen. The brad<.eted2-1oot(0.61O-m)sedion is
shown In more detail in Figure 4.

coordinate on the z coordinate are perfonned. All points
with the same z coordinate (data collected from the
same log disk) are t anslated so that the pith of that
disk falls on both regression cwves.
A processed-data file is created that contains the
coordinates of each defect point within the log. An
attribute characterizes the defect type of each point and
distinguishes it from non-adjacent defects of the same
type. Processedlog data are assembled Into a three-dimensional array (I'lg. 5) and are computer sawn by a
simulation program. The log array s1zeis 101 X 101 X
576 1/4-lnch (O.63-cm) Increments.
Simulated 1°1 sawing methodoloD
Methodologies for three simulated sawing procedures were developed: sawyer grade sawing.
tomographic grade sawing. and live sawing. h1 simulated sawyer grade sawing. the program positions the
log based upon grade faces selected dUI1ng grading
(I'lg. 1). The computertzed log is rotated 45 degrees so
that grade faces may be sawn squarely with vertical or
horizontal sawl1nes. Spedflcally. one board is sawn
from the face with the poorest grade. h1 the case of two
poor grades. the poorest face with best opposite face is
cut first. Then the best face is cut until a board is
produced with a grade lower than theexpec ted lumber
grade of the second-best log face. Boards are then cut
from the second-best face until an adjacent face promises a better grade board. This method has been described by Malcom (26). Prior to sawing. the log is first
tilted downward by rotating about the lowest point of
the large end of the log. This procedure places the log
in a position as it lays on a headrig carriage. Additionally. to effect full taper sawing. the log is offset toward
the best face. h1 this way. log taper is sawn from the
poor face. and more full-length boards are removed
from the best face. Before sawing the second-best face.
the log is offset toward that face.
As a variation on the sawyer grade sawing procedure. a tomographic grade sawing procedure was also
developed. This method evaluates internal log-scan
data for selecting 1n1tla1logorientation and log turning
sequence. Spedflcally. the procedure temporartly reduces the log to the largest square cant that has faces
with edges containing no more than 50 percent of the
length In wane. The cant faces are then graded. and

Figure 4. - Shown is a CAD/CAM graphics feJX'esentationof
the oompiete data set for a 2-foot (O.61D-m)sedion of the test
log. This figure shows the precise nature of the data. The log
surfacs and internal defedS are shown In great detail.
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Figure 6. - The value of lumber sawn from the test k;)gvaried
with drcumferential orientation for the live sawing method. The
maximumvalue was $29.30 ($US) and was 10.8 percent higher
than the average value for all orientations.

these grades are used for log turning decisions. as were
the log face grades for sawyer grade sawing. The log is
then reassembled for simulated sawing. The
tomographic grade sawing method is performed at
multiple orientations. This method has been called
-decision sawing" in previous research (41).
Hardwood logs of low grade or small diameter may
be sawn by the live sawing full-taper method to improve
lumber-value yield (20). Therefore. a live sawing fulltaper procedure was developed to evaluate the impact
of internal log-scan data on the value of lumber produced by live sawing. By this method. the log is offset
toward the open1ng face. Boards are then sawn from
this face until the entire log is processed with no
additional turning of the log. Although this procedure
differs from the industrial practice of sawing the log to
the center. rotating the log 180 degrees.and sawing to
the center dog-board. the resulting lumber is the same.
The initial log orientations of study logs are the
orientation as digitized. Subsequent orientations are
obtained by rotating the log in multiples of 15 degrees.
For live saWing. logs are rotated through 345 degrees.
For tomographic grade sawing. logs are rotated
through 75 degrees. Because sawlines are placed parallel or perpendicular to the orientation of the initial
sawline. 75 degrees of rotation in the tomographic
grade sawing procedure exhausts all possible lwnber
value variations for 15-degree incremental-rotations.
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All lumber generated through stmuJated saWing Is
edgedso that the board edges contain no more than 50
percent wane along their length. ThIs wane l1m1tation
is descrtbed In the NHI.A mles for FAS lumber (31). For
lower grades of lumber (Selects. No.1 Common. No.2
Common. 3A. and 3B). wane above ~ l1m1tis generally considered to violate the deftn1tion of a "Well manufactured- board. These wane l1m1tations agree with
asswnptlons In past research (2.41-43).
Edged lumber Is graded In accordance with Nffi.A
rules by a computer program developed by Klinkhachom et al. (24.25). Lumber is assigned a value corresponding to the grade and volume of each piece.
Verification
of methodology
A southern red oak log. obtained In northeast Mississippi. provided data for vertficatlon of the expertmental methodology. The log was relatiVely straight
with approximately a IS-inch (38.1-cm) small-end diameter and 12 feet (3.66 m) long. Prtces used to assign
value to the lumber sawn from the log are shown In
Table 1.
F'tgure 6 shows the value of lumber sawn from the
test log by ltve saWing at each of 24 dreumferential
orientations. The maximum value of $29.30 ($US).
occurred at 315 degrees.T1:1emaximum lumber value
was 10.8 percent higher -than the average value of
lumber at all orientations. $26.45 ($US).with a volume
Increase of 3.2 percent above the average. The maximum volume yield occurred at the 33O-degreeorientation. where 5.4 percent more lumber than averagewas
sawn. The value of this 1.umber. however. was 0.5
percent below average.Value Improvement was largely
the result of better grade .Y'ield rather than better volume yield.
F1gure7 shows the value of lwnber sawn from the
log by romographtc grade sawing at each of the eIght
circumferential orientations. The maxlmwn value was
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obtained at an ol1entation of270 degreesfrom the best
grade face. The maximum value yield for the tomographic grade sawing method. $27.77 ($US). was 5.0
percent above the average. with a volume yield 2.1
percent below average.AgaIn. Improved lumber grade.
not Improved lumber volume. resulted In the higher
lumber value.
Since all faces of the test log had the same grade of
F1.(22).two adjacent faceswere picked as the best faces
for two sawyer grade sawing turning sequences. Because the objective was to simulate the sawyer grade
sawing methods and because both turning sequences
were likely to be performed. an average of the results
from the two sawtngs were compared With oUter methods. The average value and average volume of lumber
from the sawyer grade sawing method was $27.37
($US) and 139 board feet, respecttvely.
To cxxnpare the Improved lumber value produced
from the study log through 1ntema11og-defectInfonnatlon to that which could be sawn at a typical hardwood
sawmill. the best live sawing value and the best
tomographic grade saWingvalue were compared to the
sawyer grade sawing value. The best live saWingvalue
was 7.05 percent higher than the sawyer grade sawing
value and produced 2.16 percent more lumber. The
best tomographic sawing value was 1.46 percent
higher than the sawyer grade sawing value. With 4.31
percent less lumber. Thus. the best live sawing and
tomographic sawing values outperformed the sawyer
grade sawing value through better grade yield.
Summary and cODcluaioD8
A predse research methodology by which Internal
log-defect locations may select log ol1entatlon and sawIng procedure to Improve lumber-value yield was descl1bed. Procedures for data collection. data handling.
simulated sawing. and data analysts were also descrtbed. A single test log vel1fied the methodology.
Results from this log showed s1gn1ficantdifferences in
lumber value sawn due to drcumferentlal orientation
and sawing method. Uve sawing and tomographic
grade sawing outperformed sawyer grade sawing by
7.05 and 1.46 percent, respectively. Observations indicate that the researeh methodology performs as intended.
In the future. this methodology wt11be used to
determine the improvement In lumber value that can
be expected if logs are scanned for internal defects and
if this information Is used to select log ol1entatlon and
sawing procedures. Obviously. data from additional
logs will have to be collected and analyzed to draw
meaningful conclusions about expectedimprovements.
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